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Punishing Palestinians in Gaza won't deliver peace, writes Anthony Bubalo. 
 
In the wake of Hamas's military whitewash in Gaza last week, Israel and the United States look set to follow a 
policy course designed to punish Gaza while rewarding the West Bank, which remains nominally in the hands of 
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and his Fatah movement. As policy responses go it is crude, but will it be 
effective? Probably not. 
 
That is not to say that, in the short term at least, things aren't suddenly looking a little brighter on the Israeli-
Palestinian front. Suddenly, everyone seems to have rediscovered the Palestinian President's phone number. 
Israel is promising to release tax revenues that it collects on the Palestinian Authority's behalf and that it froze last 
year when a Hamas government was elected to power. 
 
Likewise the US and Europeans are promising to resume funding to Abbas's newly appointed technocratic 
government headed by anointed Prime Minister Salam Fayyad, a man whose corruption-free image and 
International Monetary Fund pedigree has lead to him being dubbed "everyone's favourite Palestinian".  Tax 
revenues and international budgetary support will certainly put money in the pockets of West Bank Palestinians 
and add percentage points to Abbas's ailing poll figures. But these measures will not, in and of themselves, be 
enough to provide a sustained turnaround in his fortunes. 
 
Abbas has therefore sought other tangibles such as the release of Palestinian prisoners, the removal of a large 
number of Israeli checkpoints that have helped cantonise the West Bank, and the resumption of diplomatic 
negotiations to provide ordinary Palestinians with some reassurance that their hopes for statehood are not 
completely forlorn. 
 
Israel and the US habitually state the need to support "Palestinian moderates" but have repeatedly failed to deliver 
on past promises to the moderate-in-chief, Abbas. The Hamas tsunami in Gaza has certainly focused their minds, 
but how much they will actually do this time remains open to question. 
 
Eliminating checkpoints and releasing prisoners comes with political risks for even strong Israeli prime ministers, 
let alone one who not so long ago registered zero support in an opinion poll. The political fortunes of Prime Minister 
Ehud Olmert may have improved with the election of close ally Ehud Barak as head of the Labour Party, ensuring 
its continuation in Olmert's coalition government, but his authority is far from rebuilt. 
 
Of course, if Olmert and Abbas have problems, so too does Hamas. It will find seizing power in Gaza was much 
easier than exercising it. Hamas has assumed responsibility for the very deep problems of some 1.4 million 
Gazans, with little or no capacity to solve them. 
 
In very short order Hamas needs to re-establish law and order and get money flowing back into Gaza. It has a 
reasonable chance of achieving the first, but almost no chance of achieving the second. 
 
On the one hand, Hamas's security forces are disciplined and highly effective, as illustrated by their 48-hour rout of 
Fatah last week, and the movement remains popular amongst most Gazans. On the other hand it is very difficult to 
see Israel or the international community helping Hamas move Gazans economically much above the bare 
subsistence level in the near future while the movement remains unwilling to recognise Israel's right to exist, 
among other conditions. 
 
This is where the "reward the West Bank, punish Gaza" approach comes into play. Israel, the US and the 
Europeans hope Hamas's inability to improve the lives of Gazans will very quickly lead to the movement's collapse 
there. But if Israel and the US see this, so does Hamas. 
 
In the short term Hamas will probably try to do things that improve its international image; for example, organising 
the release of kidnapped BBC journalist Alan Johnston, or perhaps even Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit. But if such 
moves are rebuffed, as is likely, Hamas will probably go back into the terrorism business full-time, firing not just 
rockets from Gaza but launching suicide bombers from the West Bank into Israel. 
 
This would spark demands that Abbas crack down on Hamas in the West Bank. Fatah is nominally stronger in the 
West Bank, but such a clash would entail real risks. It wasn't that long ago that US officials were expressing their 
confidence in US-trained and supplied Palestinian forces defeating Hamas in Gaza. 
 



And the full-scale resumption of terrorist attacks would undoubtedly forestall any moves to lift security measures in 
the West Bank, taking us right back to where we are now. 
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